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The following description of the REDR format is organized by the OBUF 
WORDS of each logical record, as shown in Table 1. Refer to that table 
in the discussion. The timing relationships presented in this memo are 
correct according to Mr. Bob Tappan, and a memo is forthcoming on the 
origin of these relationships by the same authority. 

General: All words are integer, right-hand justified, zero filled if 
unsigned or positive, and one filled if signed. (The OBUF format is 
based on eight bit blocks.) The exception is OBUF words 852 through 855. 
These are ASCII characters representing the PREDIK Set ID. (Refer to 
REOR LOGICAL RECORDS FORMAT, Table 1, and Logical Record Status Block, 
Figure 1.) 

1. OBUF Words l through 5: Record�. year, hour, minut�. and second
for the first A/D data sample for each of the receivers within the
logical record. Timing relationships between the first data sample
and the time tag will be discussed later in Paragraph 17.

2. OBUF \ford 6: Data Validity E.J.M_; The data validity flag occurs on
the ODR to indicate valid time and status information. On the ODR,
this information is recorded on the tape once at the beginning of
each integer second .. Records that fall in between integer seconds
will not contain valid time and status and are indicated by a flag
bit equal to zero. On the REDR, each record should contain a valid
flag because the stripper program calculates the appropriate time
and repeats the status for each record that does not start on the
integer second.

3. OBUF Word 7: Sample Rate; This is an interger binary number indi
cating the number of samples per second per A/D converter.

4. OBUF Words 808 through 819: ODS Configuration; These items are user
supplied inputs to the stripper program. Knowledge of the ODA
configuri)tion must be· known by the user, there are no fields within
the OOR which contuin this information. Items 808 through 818
determine the port to which each A/D is connected. Items 812 through
813 indicate the receiver mode, S or X band or unused.

5. OBUF Words 820 and 821: Commanded Frequency; The commanded
frequency number is read from the POCA (Synthesizer Controller) and
electronically written on to the OQR in two parts. The first part
(High Part) is a 24 bit binary integ�r which myst be multiplied by


















